5 Power Commitments
Make these 5 commitments to yourself and set your firm foundation of intention
to breathe into your biggest, most magnificent life!
1. Commit to Be-ing open to a new possibility. We've all read self help books,
taken classes and programs - and we know a LOT, but knowing a lot of things
comes with a price. Sometimes since we know something, we stop taking in new
perspectives. So please, set aside the things you know and open your heart to
your inner guidance and through that guidance take in what is presented here
and hold on to what resonates and set aside what doesn't - it may be important
later.
2. Commit to BE-ing in the moment. BE-ing in the moment gives you access to
instantaneous creation. And the better you get at it, the more quickly your
energy will form into matter and you'll be experiencing what you wanted to
create.
3. Commit to accepting responsibility for the life you've created and accept the
fact that you have the power to create everything that brings you joy - your
version of heaven on earth.
4. Commit to choosing to BE in the highest vibration of love humanly possible.
Love is the strongest magnetic force in the universe and consciously choosing to
BE that energy changes everything. The shift to love energy will challenge less
than love beliefs and thought patterns of the subconscious. This mastery
program provides you with more tools than you'll use to bring your subconscious
into alignment with your conscious and superconscious.
5. Commit to addressing the feeling of being tired quickly. When we're tired it is
easy for fear to sabotage our progress. Fear sneaking in is a sign to evaluate:
am I tired? Then take the action steps to rest your body and reclaim love or
above energy.
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5 Power Commitments

Commitment #1
I commit to Be-ing open to a new possibility.
Commitment #2
I commit to BE-ing in the moment as much as humanly possible.
Commitment #3
I commit to my responsibility for the creation of my life and I'm willing to fully
accept and step into my power to create the reality I want.
Commitment #4
I commit to choosing to be in the highest vibration of love humanly possible.
Commitment #5
I commit to addressing the feeling of being tired quickly!!
Signed:
Date:
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